Real English

INTRODUCING THE NEW
EDITION OF SPEAKOUT

IN YOUR CLASSROOM
Me s

Speakout is a comprehensive six-level English course
for adults. Its unique approach builds students’ confidence
to communicate in real English-speaking environments.
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• New pronunciation sections
 he stronger pronunciation syllabus includes a
T
wider range of pronunciation features.

• New images and clearer design
 he improved design of all the components makes
T
them easier to use. New and dramatic images
motivate learners, and provide great prompts for
language activities.
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 e’ve broadened the range of texts to reflect
W
what learners read outside the classroom.
Listening texts are more authentic and include
a wider variety of international accents.

We asked teachers and learners around
the world for feedback on every level of
the course. What did they like? What
worked well in class? What changes would
they like to see?
We then took a fresh look at every single
exercise in the series and improved or
updated it based on the feedback we’d
received.
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• New reading and listening texts
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 e’ve retained the most popular clips and included
W
some wonderful new material to engage and
motivate learners.
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• New BBC video clips

Antonia Clare, Frances Eales,
Steve Oakes, JJ Wilson

• New supplementary material
 ne thing teachers always ask for is ‘more’: so we’ve given you more grammar, more vocabulary,
O
more pronunciation and more activities in Speakout Extra.

• New, improved MyEnglishLab
Improved functionality, including learner feedback, makes it easier for teachers and learners to track
their levels of achievement through each level and through the course.

Global Scale of English
Speakout 2nd edition is aligned to the
Global Scale of English. The Global
Scale of English is a standardised,
granular scale from 10 to 90, which
measures English language proficiency.
Unlike other frameworks, which
describe attainment in broad bands,
the Global Scale of English identifies
what a learner can do at each point
on the scale across speaking, listening,
reading and writing skills.

Developed in association
with BBC Worldwide and
BBC Learning English

To find out more, go to

www.pearsonelt.com/speakout
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• Detailed teaching notes including extension ideas, teaching tips,
culture notes and answer keys
• An extensive range of photocopiable communication activities
covering grammar, vocabulary and functional language plus
worksheets to accompany BBC interviews
• Complete assessment package with unit, achievement, mid and
end of course tests covering grammar, vocabulary and skills
• Audio and video scripts
Speakout Extra provides downloadable grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation and skills practice worksheets.
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Learn about the Global Scale of English at www.english.com/gse

Where Speakout
really excels… is with
the DVD content.
Academic Director,
British Study Centres

2ND
EDITION

ActiveTeach
Bring the course alive in the classroom. Integrated whiteboard software allows
you to add notes, embed files and save your work, reducing preparation time.
• Reveal answers to exercises from the Student’s book and the Workbook
at the touch of a button.
• Time coded scripts integrated into audio and video content.
• Easy navigation around the Language Bank and Photo Bank.
• Extra resources in every unit: editable scripts, worksheets and tests.
• Grammar and vocabulary review games.
• Useful tools include a regular keyboard, an interactive phonetic
chart, a stopwatch and score card.  

MyEnglishLab
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• Audio material for use in class.
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Class Audio CDs
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Clips from BBC
documentaries,
dramas and light
entertainment programmes,
and interviews on the streets
enhance Speakout’s tried and
tested approach to building
your students’ confidence.

MyEnglishLab allows you to customise the course and saves you
time with access to a bank of ready-made materials.
• Assign homework to individuals, groups or the whole class.
• A common error report highlights mistakes and informs teaching.
• Extra practice in grammar, vocabulary and skills.
• Unit and achievement tests.
• Mid and end of course tests.
• Interactive exercises for BBC interviews.
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MyEnglishLab provides a fully blended and personalised
learning environment for students.
• Interactive Workbook
with instant feedback and
automatic gradebook.
• Tips and feedback
encourage students to
work out answers
themselves.
• Extends learning outside
the classroom.
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Speakout Extra and other teacher’s resources at:

Teacher’s notes for every unit include warmers,
fillers, alternative suggestions, culture notes and answer keys.
• Tips on teaching grammar, lexis, pronunciation, using video etc.
• Photocopiable grammar, vocabulary and functional language worksheets.
• Class audio and video scripts.
• Unit and achievement tests.
• Mid and end of course tests.
• Test audio, audio scripts and answer keys.
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with Resource and Assessment Disc

www.pearsonELT.com/speakout

GSE

Workbook
The Workbook exercises complement the Students’ Book.
Regular review sections help learners consolidate what
they have learned.
• Additional grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation
exercises.
• Additional functional language practice exercises.
• Additional reading, listening and writing practice.
• Regular review and check sections.
• Audio practice material available
online.
• Versions available with and
without key.

Intermediate
Teacher’s Book

Students’ Book with DVD-ROM
Students’ Book with DVD-ROM and MyEnglishLab
Class Audio CDs
Workbook with Audio (with and without key)
Teacher’s Book with Resource and Assessment Disc
ActiveTeach

Academic Director,
British Study Centres
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Teacher’s Book
with Resource and
Assessment Disc  
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The Speakout 2nd Edition Teacher’s Book with its accompanying
Resource and Assessment Disc contains everything the teacher needs
to get the most out of the course:

From a teacher’s point of view,
it’s very supportive and engaging.
It’s easy for a newly qualified
CELTA recruit to ‘pick up and go’
and refreshing enough for even the
most jaded TEFL ‘lifer’ to rediscover
the joy of teaching.
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Speakout 2nd Edition is a comprehensive six-level general English
course for adults that has been developed in association with
BBC Worldwide and BBC Learning English. The course integrates
authentic video from popular BBC programmes into every unit and
builds the skills and knowledge learners need to express themselves
confidently in a real English-speaking environment.
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2ND EDITION

eally spoken

Discover English as it is really spoken

Teacher’s Book with Resource and Assessment Disc

Antonia Clare • JJ Wilson • Stephanie Dimond-Bayir
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Academic Director,
British Study Centres

Every unit has a spread based on a BBC
video clip. Each lesson consolidates language
and leads to extended speaking and writing tasks.
• Ten or 12 units with 90 to 120 hours of teaching material.
• Comprehensive Language Bank with detailed explanations and extra practice.
• Photo bank to expand vocabulary.
• Audio and video scripts.
• Clear instructions make teaching and learning easier.
• Class audio material.
• BBC clips and interviews.

2ND

Damian Williams

2ND

Intermediate

Students’ Book with
DVD-ROM

F rom a student perspective it’s easily
accessible, with good, interesting,
up-to-date topics for them to get
involved in. All the while it provides an
excellent balance of skills and systems
so that students really feel like they’re
improving all areas of their English.

2ND EDITION

  Videos available online

WHAT’S IN SPEAKOUT
FOR TEACHERS?

©

WHAT’S IN SPEAKOUT
FOR STUDENTS?
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An online bank of additional downloadable exercises.
• Additional grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and skills practice.
• Includes extra exploitation activities to help learners get the most out of the BBC clips.
• Available online as downloadable worksheets.
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